
CHECK THIS OUT!
I found a way to make our fantasy football
league even more awesome.

This one is about <subcategory>...

HERE'S A
QUICK

RUNDOWN:

Explain rationale for this rule change to owners.

Their voices are still considered and valuable

Clearly outline what kinds of trades will be vetoed 

On league site, set trade rules to "votes required to

veto" and that only the Commish has veto power

Research shows that people in general tend to not favor any fantasy football trades
that they are not directly involved in. We believe this is because it is easy to look at a
trade from the outside and point to one side or the other which you favor. And so as
any other jealous owner would do, you criticize the idiot getting the worse value and

think well this is not an even trade I think I’ll veto it. BUT WHY DOES YOUR VOTE
MATTER?!

 
As Commish, this puts a lot of power in your hands but truly all you need to analyze is

if there is collusion involved in this trade. This obviously requires you to make some
tough calls, but we are not telling you to shut off communication with the league. If

something seems questionable - consult! Talk to both owners involved in the trade and
make sure that the agreement was fair. Assess whether one team is trying to throw the
year or if anything else seems fishy. But do not leave that determination up to a league

full of bitter owners who could not get a deal done. 
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It's the <Rule> rule

Life is too short for
boring fantasy football.

MORE ABOUT THIS RULE 

@MYCOMMISHRULES

For detailed instructions on
this and tons of other unique

ways to play fantasy football,
check out our library of rules

and regulations at 

http://www.mycommishrules.com/library
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